Touching All Bases
Incorporating an amusement park with a baseball complex provides plenty of maintenance curve balls under the Florida sun.

by Jeff Sobul, assistant editor

I beat the drum and hold the phone, the sun came out today. We’re born again; there’s new grass on the field. Roundin’ third and headin’ for home, it’s a brown-eyed handsome man. Anyone can understand the way I feel. Put me in coach, I’m ready to play, today.

—John Fogerty “Centerfield”

Fogerty’s lyrics demonstrate the popularity of baseball. And the dozens of amusement parks across the country are prolific moneymakers. But combining them into one park?

At first glance, the concept seems an odd one: molding the traditional elements of an amusement park—rides, an arcade, shows, etc.—with six major league-size baseball diamonds, including a 5,500 to 7,000 seat stadium.

Considering it again, though, the concept is really rather innovative. Boardwalk & Baseball brings these two American traditions together into one theme park.

Formerly Circus World, the park is located in the Orlando area, America’s amusement park mecca. The park’s theme, this molding of traditions, and the park’s unique landscaping promise to bring visitors back.

Beating the heat
Part of the problem with Circus World, according to Boardwalk & Baseball horticulture manager Paul Shaw, was that the park offered no protection from the often intense heat of the Florida sun. Not only were there few trees, but the park floor was almost entirely asphalt, subjecting park visitors to a “skillet effect.” By day’s end, guests were literally fried.

Steps are being taken to alleviate this problem.

More than a mile of the asphalt paths will be covered with an authentic boardwalk of jarrahwood, a native of western Australia, layed down on aluminum frames. The sturdy reddish-brown wood (it has a lifespan of 50 years), which turns gray after a short time, is naturally resistant to the elements, fungus and pests, and needs no chemical treatment or varnish.

Topping off the park’s heat resistance efforts are, of course, trees. Shaw (who has worked at the park five years) and his staff must maintain more than 2,500 trees. “Any oak tree, any palm tree, any type of tree on the premises, was planted here,” Shaw says.

In preparation for the plantings, tons of asphalt from the old park were replaced with soil. Shaw’s crews also had trouble moving larger trees through the park, and then had to contend with the summer heat when trying to maintain them. As a result, the
park will have two wells to help meet its high water needs.

Patrons of the park, however, should be appreciative. In all, the trees should provide about 70 percent more shade than previously existed.

**Colorful carpet**

Thousands of flowers will surround the trees and line the boardwalk.

The nursery crew, part of the horticulture staff, plans on three plantings a year, using about 200,000 annuals in 30 varieties. "I don't like to get monotonous. I don't like a lot of one thing. I like a large variety of textures, colors, sizes and shapes," Shaw says.

Many of the flowers are being kept in a greenhouse on-site and will be the last material planted. In addition to flower gardens, the park will have cactus gardens, blue vase juniper hedges and shrubs. "There will be color everywhere," Shaw comments.

Warren's TerraCover, a polyester geotextile, will be laid between the sides of the boardwalk and flower beds to prevent sand from eroding into the boardwalk.

In a section of the park called the Oasis, foliage will be used as a noise insulator, isolating an area with a pond and fountains that can accommodate about 300 visitors at a time. Trees will line the area to keep park noise out, and classical music will be piped in. The area will be quiet, colorful and fragrant.

**'Royal' treatment**

When visitors have ridden the rides but still want more excitement, the baseball fields are located just past a bridge over the roller coaster.

Fogarty's line, "there's new grass on the field," is certainly accurate for the diamonds. Sod for the two fields that will be ready for the spring opening was being laid down in January and February. (A third field may also be ready for the opening.) The remaining fields, those in the cloverleaf, will be completed by the spring of 1988, just in time for the Kansas City Royals to begin spring training.

As a result, says director of baseball Floyd Perry, the fields must be in immaculate shape. With the Royals has come the assistance of George Toma, the team's field director and a 40-year green industry veteran.

Toma taught Mike Hurd, Boardwalk & Baseball's full-time field supervisor, as much as he could during Hurd's five-day visit to Kansas City last year. Toma has advised the architects and says the park will have an "excellent facility."

Horticulture manager Paul Shaw advises two of his nursery staffers in one of two greenhouses on-site.

Toma stresses the importance of the practice fields ("More time is spent playing on those. Many people forget that") and the infield dirt. "In baseball, a lot of people think the grass is the most important part of the infield," he comments. "It's not the grass. It's the dirt. You have four guys playing on it."

This emphasis is expressed in a meticulous field management program that pays particular attention to the condition of the infield. It will be dragged and smoothed a number of times before and after games and practices.

Toma's philosophy consists of three points: "First, give the best possible field for the players to perform on. Second, create a field of beauty for the fans and television. And, third, do it without taking money out of the owner's pocket." It is possible, he adds.

Hurd and his seven-man crew have worked long weeks to meet these criteria and prepare the fields, which will host a number of events in 1987. The outfield and infield will be Tifway 419 bermudagrass, with bahiagrass covering the out-of-play areas.

Perry notes, "the 40-foot deep sand base that we have will be topped with a Florida peat, mixed specifically for moisture retention" by the contractor, Central Florida Turf in Avon Park.

"(They) say this is the best mixture for the soil we have."

To further meet major league baseball's high level of quality, warning tracks on the stadium and Royals' practice field (the 1,500 seater) will be made of an expensive New Jersey aggregate used in many major league parks.

Perry envisions the park becoming the hub of amateur baseball in the region. Already for 1987, Perry has commitments to host a game with the South Florida Major League All-Stars, as well as a spring senior showcase for area high school stars. The minor league Royals will be in town over July 4th weekend to introduce the area to the team.

The Royals will play 16 games in the larger stadium (field two will also seat about 1,500 people in bleachers) during a 1½-month spring training period in March and April. When they leave, around April 15, a Class A team will begin an 80-game schedule. "In 1988, starting March 1st, we already have 96 dates plugged in. We have to fill in between these slots.

"We've had proposals on the table for old timers games; we've had proposals on the table for fantasy camps; we've had proposals for youth tournaments of 16- and 17-year olds," he adds. "So we've had proposals. It's
now up to us to see which ones are best for our park. There's enough baseball here."

Baseball fans will be able to attend games without entering the park, and park visitors can attend games at no extra charge, except for the Royals' home games, which will have a small surcharge. In addition to the six fields, batting cages are being erected for both guests and the teams.

And when the sun comes out on Boardwalk & Baseball this spring, everyone will be ready to play. **WT&T**
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As director of baseball, Floyd Perry has the task of scheduling events around the major and minor league Royals.

---

**A NATURAL UMBRELLA**

Boardwalk & Baseball will have enough trees to keep visitors cool

The project was a monumental one: transporting nearly 2,000 trees to Boardwalk & Baseball, storing them before planting, and then keeping them alive under the blazing Florida summer sun.

For horticulture manager Paul Shaw and his crew, it has been a series of challenges. Preparing for the plantings was a task in itself. "What they did when they built (Circus World)," Shaw jokes, "was fill the surface completely with lime rock and then they cut out where they wanted plantings."

"We've had such a lime rock problem, we actually mined it all out and put in good soil," Shaw explains. Along with that, the staff has had to contend with the aluminum frames layed down for the boardwalk, which have made it difficult to get the larger trees into the park. "We can't go on the boardwalk. It won't support the weight. So we have to try to find alternate routes."

The trees are transported through the park by means of a special padded forklift which keeps the bark from being stripped off.

*continued on page 44*

The padded forklift safely places one of the 2,000 trees into its new, seven-foot-wide home. (Photo courtesy of Boardwalk & Baseball.)